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Introduction 

On 16 March 2011 the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co. (SKB) 
submitted license applications for a general license to construct, possess and operate a 
KBS-3 type spent nuclear fuel repository at the Forsmark site, in Östhammar municipality, 
and an encapsulation plant in Oskarshamn municipality. The KBS-3 method, which has 
been developed by SKB over a period of more than 30 years, entails disposing of the spent 
fuel in copper canisters, surrounded by a swelling bentonite clay, at about 500 m depth in 
crystalline basement rock. 

SKB’s applications are being evaluated in parallel by the Swedish Radiation Safety 
Authority (SSM) according to the Act on Nuclear Activities and by the Land and 
Environmental Court according to the Environmental Code (see Figure 1). During the 
review SSM will act as an expert review body to the Land and Environmental Court in the 
areas of radiation protection, safety and security/non-proliferation. Both SSM and the 
court will produce a statement with a recommendation regarding a licensing decision 
and licensing conditions to the government. The government will make the final decision 
after consulting the municipalities concerned by SKB’s facilities (municipal veto applies). 

Figure 1: The licensing review procedure 
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The current licensing decision is just one of several licensing decisions that will be 
required for the repository. However it is arguably the most important one, because it is 
the last licensing stage with a broad societal involvement including an environmental 
impact assessment (EIA) process, national consultations and municipal veto for the 
concerned municipalities. The licensing steps to follow, should SKB be granted a license 
by the government, only require approval by SSM. These steps include application for 
start of actual construction work, test operation and routine operation. 

Evolution of review approach and staff training 

SSM and its predecessors [the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) and the 
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI)] have for almost 30 years acquired review 
experience and knowledge about the KBS-3 disposal method through repeated reviews of 
SKB’s preliminary safety assessments for the KBS-3 disposal method (SKI, 1984, 1992; 
SKI/SSI, 2001, 2008). In parallel, Swedish regulators have also carried out an ambitious 
independent research programme aiming at the development of an independent safety 
assessment capability, including two safety assessments of the KBS-3 disposal method 
(SKI, 1991, 1996). 

The main problem with staff training is the very long time scales of the Swedish 
repository project and the fact that key milestones often have been put forward in time. 
Only a few of the staff members who were involved in the training activities are still with 
SSM; in fact, licensing review is carried out mainly by newly employed staff. In retrospect 
it can be concluded that more thought should have been given to the development of a 
strategy for maintaining review competence and knowledge management. There are also 
important differences between reviewing a preliminary safety assessment and a licensing 
review. The early reviews focused on identification of weaknesses and providing general 
recommendations on improvements. While the early phase of the current licensing 
review has indeed been quite similar, SSM now also has to complete a comprehensive 
issues resolution phase with detailed consideration of applicable regulations and 
guidelines. In the past, no such definitive compliance judgments have been made for the 
KBS-3 disposal method. Finally, it should be recognised that SKB’s safety case for the 
KBS-3 method has evolved considerably over the last couple of decades. Where the 
quantitative part of the analysis previously focused heavily on dose and risk associated 
with a failed canister, there is now more focus on complex quantitative analyses of the 
containment safety function. 

Pre-licensing interactions 

As early as the 1980s, Swedish regulators as well as the Swedish government have 
had opportunities to comment on and influence SKB’s programme through their research, 
demonstration and development (RD&D) programmes, which are published every third 
year. The fact that SSM and its predecessors have had a formal role to play even before 
licensing, has contributed to SSM’s current knowledge about SKB’s programme. Not 
entirely unproblematic is the biased knowledge created by this process with extensive 
information on the KBS-3 disposal method, but only limited knowledge about alternative 
concepts. As explained later in this paper, this is an issue because method selection is 
within the scope of the ongoing licensing review. 

Between 2001 and 2008 SKB carried out site investigations at the Forsmark and 
Laxemar sites. During this period SKB had formal consultation meetings with SKI and SSI 
targeting both SKB’s site investigations and safety assessment work (SKB, 1999, 2006) in 
which site investigation results were utilised. The strong commitment to these meetings 
from both sides is partially explained by the fact that they were required by a government 
decision. During this period SKI and SSI also carried out detailed technical and scientific 
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reviews of site measurements and modelling work with the help of external experts. The 
outcome of these reviews was regularly communicated with SKB to make sure that they 
had a chance to provide the information expected by SSM at the time of licensing. This 
work has considerably facilitated the ongoing licensing review, since SSM would otherwise 
have had to devote much more attention to site-specific measurements and modelling 
work in support of the current safety assessment. However, it is important to note that 
SSM has not formally approved SKB’s site investigations and can thus question any 
aspect of the site investigations if new circumstances or review contexts were to emerge 
in the ongoing review of the SR-Site safety assessment (SKB, 2011). 

Review objectives and goals for the review process 

The overall objective of SSM’s licensing review is to develop a scientifically-based 
review statement and a recommendation for a government decision on SKB’s license 
applications. Given the current stage of the licensing process the following review criteria 
need to be addressed: 

· Has SKB made a convincing argument for compliance with SSM’s regulatory 
requirements on operational and post-closure safety? The final compliance 
judgement on post-closure safety cannot be made until SKB has been given 
permission to carry out underground detailed site investigations and confirm the 
conditions at depth. At the current stage SKB should be able to demonstrate that 
there are no unresolved safety critical technical or scientific issues. 

· Has SKB demonstrated technical feasibility of the KBS-3 method? Although some 
technical development remains for the implementation of repository construction 
and operation, there should not be any remaining uncertainty as to whether the 
repository system can be constructed and operated so as to achieve the initial 
state assumed in the safety analysis. 

· Closely related to the above question is whether SKB has presented credible plans 
for the handling of the remaining technical and scientific issues. This includes plans 
for verification of methods for full-scale manufacturing and testing of engineered 
barrier components, demonstration and verification of the full sequence of canister 
emplacement and backfilling of tunnels and any plans for long-term experiments/ 
monitoring aiming at confirming safety functions. 

· Has SKB justified the selection of disposal method and site in relation to 
alternatives? This is an important criterion at this stage, because it is now that the 
selection of both the disposal method and the site is made. 

SSM developed the review plan with the view of honouring its three value words: 
trustworthiness, integrity and openness. Trustworthiness is something that has to be 
earned by the observer. However, as mentioned above, SSM (and its predecessors) have 
prepared for this licensing review by reviewing SKB’s development work and by developing 
an independent competence in safety assessment for more than 25 years. Integrity 
involves maintaining SSM’s independence of SKB and the nuclear industry but also 
avoiding being unduly influenced by any external stakeholder. To achieve this SSM has 
defined strict criteria for the selection of external experts, both competence criteria and 
criteria concerning conflicts of interest. SSM has also defined rules for all types of 
interaction with SKB during the review. Several measures were taken to achieve 
openness and transparency of SSM’s review work as described in the section on 
stakeholder interaction below. 
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SSM’s review organisation 

SSM’s licensing review is organised as an authority project, owned by SSM’s director 
general. The operational review work is carried out in four sub-projects: i) operational 
safety of the repository; ii) post-closure safety of the repository; iii) the encapsulation 
plant; iv) repository system issues. Almost 40 SSM staff are involved to some extent in the 
review; the total amount of staff resources spent on the project is about 12 person years 
per year. SSM’s licensing review is fully funded by the Swedish Nuclear Waste Fund. 

Neither SSM nor its predecessors have had access to a dedicated technical support 
organisation. External expert support has instead been provided through the development 
of long-term working relationships with external experts funded through research 
programmes available to the Swedish regulators. However, as the Swedish programme 
has now moved into a licensing phase external expert support can no longer be regarded 
as research, which implies that the Swedish Public Procurement Act becomes applicable. 
Therefore SSM had to organise an extensive public procurement of external expert support. 
Strict impartiality requirements were defined to ensure independence from SKB and to 
maintain the integrity of SSM’s licensing review. All in all almost 40 international experts 
received three-year framework agreements in one or more of 17 scientific and technical 
review areas. The whole process of public procurement took more than a year and was 
quite demanding in terms of resources. However, it is believed that the use of an unbiased 
and open procurement procedure for the procurement of SSM’s external experts’ support 
is essential for the trustworthiness of the review process. 

Review method and scope of SSM’s licensing review 

SSM’s licensing review is divided into three phases: the initial review phase (IRP), the 
main review phase and the associated reporting phase (see Figure 2). The IRP started with 
SKB’s submission of their license applications in March 2011 and was completed at the 
end of 2012. 

Figure 2: Schedule for SSM’s licensing review 

 

The objectives of the initial review phase were to make a broad review of all primary 
licensing documents of SKB’s safety case in order to make a first assessment of the 
quality and completeness of SKB’s application, to identify scientific and technical areas 
for an in-depth review in the coming main review phase, and to develop requests for 
complementary information (RCIs) from SKB. The initial review phase comprised the 
following activities (some of which are elaborated below): 

· public procurement of external experts; 

· document review by SSM staff and external experts covering SR-Site and the 
primary supporting references; 

· first round of SSM’s independent modelling; 
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· first round of a national consultation; 

· international peer review of SKB’s license application; 

· development of requests for complementary information (RCI); 

· development of a statement on completeness of SKB’s applications to the Land and 
Environmental Court. 

SSM’s overall conclusion from the initial review phase was that SKB’s reporting is 
sufficiently comprehensive and of sufficient quality to justify a continuation of SSM’s 
review. However, as described in more detail below, SSM has identified a number of both 
technical and scientific issues requiring complementary information from SKB, for the 
in-depth review in the main review phase. There is now a range of review results that 
can be accessed through SSM’s website (www.ssm.se) including: 35 technical notes that 
document the review findings of SSM’s external experts, a large number of requests for 
complementary information and answers from SKB, review comments from the national 
consultation, the final report of the international peer review organised by OECD/NEA 
(2012) and the statement to the Land and Environmental Court on completeness of SKB’s 
applications (only available in Swedish). 

The main review phase that started in January 2013 involves an in-depth review and 
resolution of the safety critical review issues identified in the initial review phase. It will 
continue until all review issues of importance for the compliance evaluation have been 
resolved and will be completed with a preliminary compliance statement to the Land and 
Environmental Court in early 2015 for their main hearing. The final review phase, currently 
scheduled for the first half of 2015, will be devoted to completing all review documentation 
and finalising the review statement to the government. The main review and reporting 
phases comprise the following activities: 

· structured resolution of remaining review issues based on complementary 
information from SKB and support from SSM’s external experts; 

· second round of SSM’s independent modelling; 

· second round of the national consultation; 

· development of a second review statement to the Land and Environmental Court; 

· development of a review statement with a recommendation for a licensing decision 
to the Swedish government. 

Independent modelling 

SSM and its predecessors have a long tradition of using in-house independent 
modelling as a review tool. The experiences from previous reviews of SKB’s preliminary 
safety assessments show that reproducing part of SKB’s calculations improves the 
understanding of SKB’s analysis and provides insight into quality assurance problems 
that are hard to identify only from document reviews. The first round of independent 
modelling that was carried out during the initial review phase aimed at reproducing SKB’s 
consequence calculations (radionuclide release, transport, dose and risk calculations). 
Through this modelling SSM has identified a number of review issues requiring either 
complementary information from SKB or further in-depth review, e.g. inconsistency 
between documentation and actual modelling performed in SKB’s dose assessment, QA 
problems and insufficient justification of data and assumptions. During the main review 
phase a second round of independent modelling will be carried out with the aim of 
addressing key conceptual model uncertainty using alternative conceptual models. This 
part will include both in-house models for the consequence analysis and selected process 
modelling using models through SSM’s external experts. 
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National consultation of SKB’s license application 

In order to promote openness and broad public participation in the licensing review, 
SSM has organised a national consultation of SKB’s license applications in two rounds.  
In the first round, carried out during the initial review phase, SSM requested views 
primarily on overall quality and completeness of SKB’s applications. The applications 
were sent to a total of 67 organisations including the involved municipalities and county 
boards; environmental organisations and other non-governmental organisations; 
universities and other authorities. 

SSM received a broad range of review comments covering most aspects of SKB’s 
safety case, including safety analysis methods. Important areas of concern include the 
completeness of SKB’s environmental impact statement and SKB’s justification of the 
selected repository site and the KBS-3 disposal concept. A common view was that the 
very deep borehole disposal method should be more thoroughly investigated. SSM also 
received rather detailed technical review comments concerning the long-term integrity of 
the copper canister and in particular copper corrosion mechanisms. The review 
comments have been compiled and taken into account by SSM in developing its 
statement on completeness and overall quality of SKB’s applications after the initial 
review phase. A second round of national consultation will be carried out during the 
main review phase with a focus on safety critical issues in SKB’s application. 

International peer review 

Another external input to SSM’s review is the international peer review of SKB’s 
post-closure safety report, SR-Site (SKB, 2011), which was organised by the OECD/NEA 
upon request from the Swedish government. The remit of the peer review was to provide 
a statement, from an international perspective, on the sufficiency and credibility of SKB’s 
post-closure radiological safety case for the licensing decision at hand. The peer review 
was carried out according to the established format for sponsored NEA peer reviews 
(OECD/NEA, 2005a, 2005b) with written questions to SKB and a hearing of SKB halfway 
through the peer review. The final review report (OECD/NEA, 2012) was presented to SSM 
and other stakeholders in June 2012. 

The overall conclusion of the peer review is that SKB’s post-closure safety report is 
sufficient and credible for the decision at hand and that SKB generally gives a convincing 
illustration and technical basis both for the feasibility of the future repository, according 
to the KBS-3 design, and for its radiological long-term safety. However, the expert team 
also gave a number of recommendations for additional research and improvements that 
are needed for the safety cases supporting the next licensing steps. The team also 
underscored that the progression from the conceptual phase of SKB’s repository project 
to an implementation phase means that the industrial feasibility of the barriers and of 
the repository, including assurance of their quality, will become increasingly important. 

The Swedish regulatory authorities have a long tradition of using the NEA services  
for organising international peer reviews in connection with reviews of SKB’s safety 
assessments, but also to get a quality assessment of the authorities’ independent safety 
assessments (OECD/NEA, 2000; SKI, 1997). In SSM’s view, the international peer review of 
SKB’s post-closure safety report has an important role in adding to the trustworthiness of 
the review process. NEA’s long experience of developing and reviewing safety cases 
warrants a qualified opinion on SKB’s application vis-á-vis the international state of the 
art. The broad representation of international experts in the international review team 
also made it possible for the team to identify a number technical review issues in support 
of SSM’s and other stakeholders’ review. Finally, the fact that the international peer review 
was carried out independently in relation to SSM’s review also means that it provides a 
second opinion for the municipal (the veto decision) and governmental decision makers. 
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Stakeholder interaction 

Sweden has a long tradition of openness and stakeholder interaction in the area of 
nuclear waste management. The need for a an active stakeholder interaction became 
apparent in the early 1990s when SKB started their national siting process for a spent 
nuclear fuel repository and the municipalities involved started to develop their own 
competence concerning these issues. Since then the Swedish regulatory authorities have 
developed methods for stakeholder dialogue with the municipalities involved and 
non-governmental organisations (NGO). As a result, the authorities’ communication 
strategy gradually changed from one-way information to an active dialogue and support 
of the municipalities and NGO. Today the municipalities and some of the NGO involved 
in the licensing review have developed an independent expertise and make their own 
assessment of SKB’s applications. 

Several measures have been implemented to stimulate and facilitate broad societal 
involvement in the ongoing licensing review, including the national consultations of 
SKB’s applications mentioned above. SSM also strives to be as open as possible in its 
review and in making interim results available to the public. SSM’s website has been 
developed to provide background information on the licensing review as well as updated 
information on the progress of SSM’s review. Information meetings are organised when 
review milestones have been achieved, for example after the completion of the 
international peer review and in connection with the national consultations. 

Preliminary review findings and requests for additional information 

Although it would be difficult for SSM to go public with preliminary judgments of 
SKB’s application during the review, SSM can inform about what it thinks are important 
review issues and upon what topics it has requested complementary information from 
SKB. The following categories give a broad picture of the type of information that SSM 
has requested thus far during the initial review phase: 

· selection of site and disposal method; 

· long-term canister integrity; 

· site-specific conditions at Forsmark; 

· plans for technical implementation and resolution of remaining issues; 

These areas of request for complementary information fairly well match the areas for 
in-depth review in the ongoing main review phase. 

Selection of site and disposal method 

Despite SKB’s comprehensive and long running research, development and 
demonstration programmes for the KBS-3 concept, no formal decision has been made in 
Sweden regarding either the acceptability of this method or the selection of the Forsmark 
site. Consequently, SSM’s licensing review has to address SKB’s justification of the KBS-3 
disposal method and the Forsmark site. This involves comparison with entirely different 
disposal methods and waste management options as well as alternative sites. Given the 
fairly advanced stage of SKB’s KBS-3 programme, it is quite difficult to set and justify 
boundaries on how far reaching such considerations would have to be. So far, SSM has 
requested a more comprehensive comparison of the mined KBS-3 disposal method with 
the fundamentally different disposal concept of very deep (3-5 km) bore holes, taking into 
account recent technical developments in the area of deep drilling in basement rocks. 
SSM has also requested SKB to elaborate on the possibility of using the spent nuclear fuel 
as a resource in the future. Such reasoning is needed in order to justify direct disposal in 
relation to the requirements in the Environmental Code on recycling and a cautious use 
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of energy resources. Regarding the justification of site selection, SSM needs to consider 
requirements both in the environmental legislation and in SSM regulations. One specific 
issue where SSM has requested complementary information is the justification of a coastal 
site like Forsmark in relation to an inland recharge area site with potentially longer 
transport paths to the biosphere and a different future evolution of groundwater salinity. 

Long-term canister integrity 

SKB’s post-closure safety case relies predominantly on the containment safety function. 
First, SKB assumes that out of the 6 000 canisters to be manufactured and sealed, none 
will have an initial defect that will significantly affect their long-term performance. 
Second, SKB’s modelling work in SR-Site suggests that canister failure will only occur to a 
very limited extent and mostly far into the future. SKB has identified two viable canister 
failure modes: i) copper sulphide corrosion subsequent to buffer erosion due to glacial 
meltwater intrusion into deposition holes; ii) shear-failure of a canister caused by a 
fracture shearing exceeding 5 cm across a deposition hole originating from a large 
earthquake in the vicinity of the repository. The results of the analyses suggest that for 
both failure modes the probability of failure would be less than that corresponding to a 
single canister failure over the entire assessment period of 1 million years. It should be 
noted that SKB’s analysis also contains calculations covering cases with much more 
extensive degradation of engineered barriers, but overall SKB emphasises the containment 
safety function more than the retardation safety function. 

SSM has devoted considerable review resources to scrutinise SKB’s analysis of the 
containment safety function and has requested complementary information related to 
the two failure modes described above. For the purpose of analysing canister integrity 
SSM has also focused on other conceivable reasons why canisters may fail and in 
particular may fail at early time frames in the safety assessment. Two safety critical 
failure modes, for which SKB does not expect any canister failures, are brittle creep 
deformation associated with the closing of the initial gap between canister shell and the 
canister insert, and the influences of high isostatic external pressure on the canister due 
to the hydrostatic water pressure and swelling pressure from the buffer. These two 
conditions are applicable to all canisters in the repository as opposed to only the most 
exposed canisters in SKB’s two anticipated failure modes. According to SSM’s judgment 
uncertainty related to potential common-mode failure mechanisms has to be small since 
they are associated with potentially considerable consequences. SSM’s requests for 
complementary information related to canister corrosion include: 

· justification for eliminating localised corrosion processes, such as pitting and 
stress corrosion cracking (early canister corrosion failure would require a localised 
corrosion process); 

· quantification of general corrosion, e.g. assumptions regarding microbial sulphate 
reduction and the role of anoxic copper corrosion; 

· quantitative description of buffer erosion including canister area exposed to 
groundwater flow; 

· long-term evolution of groundwater salinity and number of deposition holes 
affected by buffer erosion processes. 

SSM’s requests for complementary information related to canister mechanical 
properties include: 

· the basis for ruling out creep brittle failure and the role of phosphorus for the 
creep ductility of copper; 

· understanding of mechanisms involved in copper embrittlement. 
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Some of SSM’s information requests have required SKB to conduct completely new 
research work, while other requests require clarifications and complementary calculations. 

Site specific conditions at Forsmark 

The Forsmark candidate site is a tectonic lens surrounded by major deformation 
zones with the main volume at repository depth comprising of rock with unusually few 
fractures and water conducting features. Since such tight rock conditions have not been 
fully addressed in the past, the nature of performance issues related to both engineering 
feasibility and long-term safety must be scrutinised. SSM has for instance requested 
information related to the initial and long-term evolution of rock stresses which appear to 
be higher than for normal Swedish bedrock. Furthermore, tight rock volumes surrounding 
deposition tunnels and deposition holes imply that the time period of unsaturated 
conditions in the clay material and bedrock may be more extended than previously 
envisaged, according to SKB several thousands of years. SSM has requested that SKB 
evaluate associated uncertainties. Preservation of unsaturated conditions in the clay 
material for a long time on the one hand reflects favourable slow transport conditions in 
the bedrock, but on the other hand such conditions are not fully analysed and are not 
fully compatible with the ideal state of the engineered barriers. 

In the SR-Site safety assessment, SKB emphasises geosphere performance of the 
Forsmark rock at repository depth in the context of ensuring canister integrity. The sealing 
ability of the buffer is on the contrary downplayed by accounting for buffer erosion in a 
number of deposition holes and by including a pessimistic account of buffer erosion 
which has taken place in all deposition holes. SKB’s safety case is therefore considerably 
dependent on detailed site-specific conditions. Realisation of the expected good geosphere 
performance assumes that SKB has the ability to detect and avoid positions in the bedrock 
susceptible to large mass transfer and extensive shear movement. SSM consequently 
focuses on scrutinising SKB’s plans to confirm geosphere performance and further 
evaluating phenomena that can disrupt tight rock volumes. 

Plans for technical implementation and resolution of remaining issues 

The current licensing step involves a general license for construction, possession and 
operation of a spent nuclear fuel repository at the Forsmark site. However, if SKB were to 
be granted a government license they would need to submit a preliminary safety analysis 
report and receive a permit from SSM before they could go underground with tunnels and 
shafts and start the actual construction work at the site. Additional permits will be 
needed prior to both test operation and routine operation. Because all aspects of the 
disposal method cannot be resolved in the current licensing stage SSM needs to 
determine what is necessary to know now and what can wait until later. SSM will need at 
least preliminary plans for those aspects that will be addressed in future steps of the 
programme. SSM has thus far identified a need for complementary information regarding 
plans related to the following aspects of SKB’s programme: i) plans for demonstration 
and verification of canister and engineered barrier emplacement to be conducted prior to 
repository operation; ii) plans for optimisation of repository depth; iii) plans for 
performance confirmation involving measurements and long-term experiments related 
to engineered barrier performance and site conditions; iv) plans for development and 
refinement of the design basis cases and design premises. 

Discussion 

The completion of the initial review phase marks a first milestone in SSM’s licensing 
review, which has given SSM a good picture of the overall quality of SKB’s application 
and the need for complementary information. SSM has now moved into the main review 
phase with an in-depth review of safety critical issues. Because this licensing review is a 
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first of its kind, SSM is continuously learning and updating its review plans. Some 
observations that can be made so far are: 

· Although there is a broad international consensus on the merits of a stepwise 
process for a repository programme, it leads to some questions regarding what 
information is sufficient for different licensing steps. In spite of the anticipated 
arrival of important complementary information from SKB, there will be remaining 
uncertainty concerning both repository implementation and long-term safety. SSM 
will need to decide whether such uncertainty is of a character that can jeopardise 
the overall safety objectives for a KBS-3 repository at the Forsmark site, or if it can 
be handled at later stages of the SKB programme through license conditions or 
future RD&D programmes. 

· The very long time scales associated with a repository programme require a good 
strategy for maintaining review competence. Although SSM has prepared for this 
licensing review for many years, the benefits from these preparations were not as 
substantial as expected, mainly due to the lack of a systematic knowledge 
management. 

· The fact that Sweden has not made a decision-in-principle concerning a waste 
management option and site selection leads to a very broad review context and it 
has proved to be a challenge to handle the wide array of review issues ranging 
from scientifically detailed ones associated with the proposed KBS-3 method, to 
general issues like the justification of the selection of site and disposal method. 

· A licensing review involves new types of compliance judgments, which are 
difficult to prepare for beforehand; a systematic approach for decision making and 
issue resolution is needed. 

· SKB’s post-closure safety case underpinning the license application has evolved 
from earlier preliminary safety assessments and now contains more detailed 
analyses of the containment safety function. This change has forced SSM to adjust 
its review focus accordingly. 

· The broad societal involvement in the licensing review puts high demands on 
SSM’s interaction with stakeholders. SSM has strived for adopting the review 
process according to its value words: trustworthiness, integrity and openness. 
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